To recap a little …..
Robert MACLAREN III [Iron Founder and Manufacturer of patent cast-iron pipes,
Eglinton Iron Works, Port Eglinton] and John TELFER II [Manager, Castlelaurie
Iron Works, Falkirk] were 1st cousins 1 time removed. Their common ancestors
were Robert MACLAREN I and Margaret LOWRIE.
John TELFER II was born ….

John TELFER II married in 1857 ……

1.John TELFER II [Manager, Castlelaurie Iron Works] was born on 11 Nov 1835 in Newton
Mearns, Renfrew, Scotland. He died on 25 Mar 1915 in Falkirk, Stirling. John married Janet
WALKER daughter of John WALKER [Iron Moulder] and Janet EWING on 11 Jul 1857 in Falkirk.
Janet was born on 25 Mar 1839 in Muiravonside, Stirling.She died on 12 Feb 1900 in Falkirk.
They had the following children:
2Mi.
William TELFER was born on 04 Sep 1857 in Falkirk. He died on 26 Sep 1858 in Falkirk.
3Mii.
John Walker TELFER III [Cashier] was born on 13 Dec 1859 in Falkirk. He died on 02
Apr 1931 in Falkirk. John married Elizabeth Waddell WALKER [Dressmaker] daughter of William
Waddell WALKER [Engine Keeper] and Agnes TELFER [Dressmaker] on 10 Jun 1902 in Falkirk.
Elizabeth (His 1st Cousin) was born on 07 Feb 1877 in Harthill, Lanark, Scotland. She died on 10 Dec
1963 in Falkirk.
4Fiii.
Jane Rennie TELFER was born on 07 Nov 1861 in Falkirk. She died on 20 Jan 1928 in
Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand. Jane married Robert Arthur NICOL son of Walter NICOL
[Ironworks Warehouseman] and Agnes ARTHUR on 14 Jul 1882. Robert was born on 27 Jun 1860 in
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia . He died on 13 Jan 1930 in Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.
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5Fiv.
Janet Ewing TELFER was born on 23 Sep 1864 in Falkirk. She died on 24 Sep 1950 in
Falkirk. Janet married Alexander DOBIE son of Alexander DOBIE (Farm Manager] and Mary
CUNNINGHAM. Alexander was born on 07 Aug 1867 in Kinloch Rannoch, Perth, Scotland. He died
on 26 Jun 1941 in Acharacle, Argyll.
6Mv.
William TELFER was born on 13 Sep 1866 in Falkirk. He died on 01 Dec 1935 in Larbert.
7Mvi. Andrew TELFER was born on 03 Sep 1868 in Falkirk. He died in 1942 in Onehunga,
Auckland, New Zealand . Andrew married Sarah COWAN daughter of Francis COWAN and Mary
STEWART on 26 Jun 1903 in Falkirk . Sarah was born on 02 Oct 1872 in Falkirk. She died on 25 Aug
1946 in Onehunga, Auckland, New Zealand .
And, tragically …….
8Fvii. Maggie TELFER was born on 17 Feb 1870 in Falkirk. She died on 15 Jun 1885 in Falkirk,
Stirling, Scotland. The cause of death was Tuberculosis.
9Mviii. Alexander Thomson TELFER was born on 19 Jul 1872 in Falkirk. He died on 14 May 1883
in Falkirk, Stirling, Scotland. The cause of death was Tuberculosis.
10Mix. James TELFER was born on 03 Jul 1874 in Falkirk. He died on 20 Mar 1880 in Falkirk,
Stirling, Scotland. The cause of death was Tuberculosis.
11Fx.
Agnes TELFER was born on 19 May 1876 in Falkirk. She died on 09 Mar 1880 in Falkirk,
Stirling, Scotland. The cause of death was Tuberculosis.

John TELFER II
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The Falkirk Herald – 1908
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Lt Col. Ian Garnet Maclaren writes in 1960,
Robert Maclaren III’s eldest son, Robert (Colonel) Maclaren IV, born in 1860, in due course, owned
Robert Maclaren & Co Ltd., became an Honorary Colonel of the 8/9 Cameronians, and Chairman of
the Royal Exchange in Glasgow for about 18 years.

When war broke out in 1914 all supplies of iron stopped and demand for pipes dried up. However the
firm went over to munitions and got a contract for eight million fuse stampings, among other things. Later in the
war it teamed up with William Beardmore to make tank tracks.
After the war, in 1920, a subsidiary company was formed, called Eglinton Founders Limited, half of
which was owned by Beardmore and half by Robert Maclaren & Company. Robert Maclaren & Company sold
them half of the land which roughly consisted of all the present works and buildings up to our present fence.
Ingot molds were made here for casting steel ingots at Parkhead Forge, but eventually the early 1920s
depression finished it and the company was liquidated in about 1926.
In the meantime Robert Maclaren & Company turned over to making brass bars and small quantities of
pipes, but the situation had rather changed as all the plant had been cleared out during the war to manufacture
munitions and the site was no longer a good one for heavy steel industries because of the difficulty of transport.
The cost of re-equipping was too great, so all the remaining plant was sold and by 1925 no further casting or
work took place, but a merchant business only in Cast Iron pipes was carried on until 1931.
In 1931, the old company was wound up, and a new company with the same name was formed on this
site as the present company.
However, we must go back a bit, for in 1919 Col. Maclaren’s brother, Dr Norman Maclaren [see
below] had been controlling temperature for medical research work at Glasgow University, and Colonel Robert
Maclaren (his brother) caught a cold in a train, so they got together and decided that the temperature in trains
could, and should, be controlled. In 1920 Mr. Richmond joined the firm to investigated temperature control
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generally. He started off in the mess room of the old foundry, which is still standing by the railway in the
Standard Oil Company's grounds. That was in November 1920, and in January 1921 Mr Eyles joined him. They
started experimenting with mercury type thermostats run in conjunction with relays, and also spent some time
getting the place fitted out as a workshop, until the plant consisted of one foot operated lathe, one mill and one
drill were installed later and motorised.
The first five years were almost entirely experimental, causing a lot of headaches until most of the
original ideas were scrapped and also the original idea of controlling the temperature in railway carriages had
to be abandoned due to the extreme dirtiness of the steam.
At that time almost all the output was to universities on the same type of work as Dr Maclaren. The first
recorded order on the books is for an incubator embedding oven and a hot plate for Baird & Tatlock on 1.5.23.
Then there are one hundred and fifty orders for Glasgow, Belfast and other universities, and to Baird & Tatlock.
Up to 24.1.25 all these were for laboratory equipment, etc., then we got an order for one hundred gas cooker
controls from Falkirk Iron Company and thus became the pioneers of gas oven thermostats.
Our 201st order was from Wild Barfied for a furnace thermostat up to 900 degrees and was a slow
break type. Our 202nd order , a month later, was from George Nobbs. This was the original firm which went
bankrupt in 1934, owing us six hundred pounds, which we could ill afford in those days. However they did give
their name to our instruments, because the thermostats for use in Boiler by Nobbs became Boiler Nobbs, or BN ,
similarly FN and SN followed on from Furnace Nobbs and Surface Nobbs. So on we plodded, and during 1926,
apart from universities, etc., we got new customers such as Archibald Low, Carron, Wild-Barfield, Falkirk Iron
Company, G.E.C. and by the end of 1926 we had two hundred and ninety six orders in six years, most of them in
the last six months of 1926.
In 1927 we made six hundred and twenty five thermostats, and new customers included Clyde Fuel,
Benham, Haden, and Hotpoint and the orders had changed to mainly thermostats and contactor switches, as
opposed to laboratory equipment. The turnover for that year was three thousand three hundred pounds, and the
loss is not stated. In 1928 we had seven hundred and twenty three instruments with a turnover of two thousand,
seven hundred and twenty eight pounds. In 1929 we moved to the present office block and site as staff had
increased to twelve. Five of these originals are still here i.e., Mr. Eyles, Mr. Gallacher, Mr. King, Mr. H.
Harrison and Mr. H. Henderson. The layout was a M/C shop in the first floor were the Pre-production
department now is, and test and assembly in the present top flat of the offices with the store in the drawing office,
the office consisted of a large room on the ground floor.
In 1929 we made one thousand six hundred and sixty nine instruments and a turnover of four thousand
and seventy seven pounds. So It was thought that the firm was on its feet and round the corner. Unfortunately
however, we went round the corner slap into the great industrial depression when no one had any money to buy
such new fangled ideas as thermostats.
So in 1930 we made one thousand six hundred instruments and our turnover was down to three thousand
two hundred and thirty seven pounds. In 1931 only one thousand two hundred instruments and turnover was
three thousand one hundred pounds.
In 1931 old Robert Maclaren & Company was wound up as already mention in the earlier part, and a
new firm was started with its own capital and setup.
The new company , therefore had its own financial arrangements, and instead of a yearly loss of two to
three thousand pounds being absorbed by the parent company, these now appeared in all their glory on the new
company's books.
However, things were starting to look up, and the loss of 1932 was about eight hundred pounds, with
two thousand two hundred and forty eight instruments made and a turnover of three thousand two hundred and
ninety pounds.
1933 showed the start of a real revival in trade, and we started getting going properly, with six thousand
six hundred and one instruments made and a modest profit of two hundred pounds. We also started on magnetic
snap action about this time or a bit earlier, but disaster soon overtook us again the shape of a patent case with
Rheostatic Company. This dragged on for the next three years, in 1935 during the fair holiday, the result of the
action was that we were forbidden to manufacture anymore thermostats with the magnetic snap action. This
would have meant completely closing down the works. However, Mr. Richmond got to work and thought out a
new non magnetic snap action, working away by himself in the empty works he perfected it by himself and
modified it to suit the existing instruments so that when the works reopened, the mechanism was ready and
patented and work proceeded right away, and the new action proved better than the magnetic type.
During this time the output had gradually increased, and the top flat was used for assembly, until in
1936 the turnover was about eighteen thousand pounds but the legal expenses of the litigation put the loss at
about three thousand pounds a year. In 1936 Colonel Robert Maclaren died.
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